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ACTIVITIES IN EDUCATION AND COLLABORATION

Graduate Programs

IMS is one of the leading national research institutes for natural science. For graduate 
education, IMS has two departments of The Graduate University of Advanced Studies 
[SOKENDAI]: Department of Structural Molecular Science and Department of Functional 
Molecular Science. One year is divided into two terms, the first semester (April-to-September) 
and the second semester (October-to-March).

The graduate education at IMS focuses on the molecular sciences. Each graduate student 
can study molecular science under guidance of the IMS faculty members in the following areas: Photochemistry and 
photophysics, Materials science, Coordination chemistry and catalysis, Biochemistry and biophysics, and Theoretical and 
computational molecular science.

In the 1st and 2nd years of the 5-year doctoral course, the programs emphasize the general science education in English and 
the laboratory rotation at three different research groups lasting about one month each. By providing such opportunities, the 
program seeks to help students develop extensive knowledge on physical sciences and high degree of professional quality as well 
as to help them prepare for the education in their 3rd to 5th years of the 5-year doctoral course: (1) Basic Course (standard 
course), (2) The Advanced Research Course (studying abroad for 3 months), (3) Project Research Course (plan, develop, and 
execute large-scale research projects), (4) Development Research Course (internship at a company).

Young scientists and graduate students from abroad are also encouraged to visit IMS through several opportunities such as 
the IMS Open Campus and Lecture in May, Summer Training Program in August, and Asian Winter School in addition to IMS 
International Internship Program as shown below.

International Collaboration and Exchange Programs

Many foreign researchers and students stay for 1–12 months in IMS to collaborate with us in the field of molecular science, 
and stay for 1–2 weeks to use various kinds of research equipments in our research facilities such as the UVSOR Facility and 
Equipment Development Center. IMS has own budget to carry out these international exchange and collaboration programs, and 
covers part of research expenses and travel expenses for visitors from abroad. They can use our guest house.

Exchange/Collaboration program Duration of Stay Eligibility

IMS visiting faculty program
Long-term 3–12 months Professors, Associate Professors and other 

corresponding positionsShort-term* 1–3 months

IMS international internship program
Long-term >6 months

Ph.D. students and PostDoc.
Short-term* 1–6 months

IMS facility user program 1–2 weeks Professors, Researchers, and Ph.D. students

* We preferentially invite researches and students from MOU partnership institutions

International Symposia

We organize several kinds of international symposia based on screening of several submitted proposals. In addition, we have 
international collaborative symposia with MOU partners at IMS or at MOU partner’s country.

Program Purpose

International
Symposia and 
Workshop

Okazaki Conference
An international conference with distinguished foreign researchers 
by focusing on an emerging field as a fundamental issue in the field 
of molecular science and related research area

Mini-International Workshop A small international workshop on a specific field

Asia/Oceania IMS Workshop Workshop with Asian and Oceanian researchers and students

IMS Workshop

IMS Workshop (General)
Workshop on timely topics in molecular science, organized as a 
collaborative effort between outside and IMS researchers.IMS Workshop in cooperation with a specified 

research community

IMS Workshop in cooperation with graduate students Workshop and other related activities planned by graduate students




